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Quick Transmigration Female Lead: Male God, Never Stopping 

Chapter 841: Golden boss: The film empress ex-wife’s cuteness (Part 42) 

Although Luo Qing Chen didn’t know what He Chen was up to, she found that she was becoming more 

and more popular in the circle! 

There was a feeling of becoming famous overnight, this feeling honestly was not as good as she 

imagined. 

She had to wear a mask when she went out. She didn’t have a Weibo, but she could hear that the topics 

around her were focused on her. 

Sister Ai was full of praise for her and asked her to open a Weibo as soon as possible. She wanted her to 

post something positive to quickly increase her fame. 

She thought about it and finally opened a Weibo. But the first thing she sent wasn’t not something 

positive, rather—— 

[My big brother in society, people don’t talk much. The gourd doll on your back, a legend in Jianghu!] 

After sending this, a call came from sister Ai. 

Before anything happened, the words ‘gourd doll’ became a hot search online. 

At the same time, the other hot search was ‘let go of my grandfather’! 

Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help shaking, laughing as she said, “What is this following.” 

After launching her Weibo, her fame was very high and with her handsome opening, many fans 

confessed. 

A newcomer who had never appeared before had this kind of achievement, this was the dream of many 

people. 

Naturally Bai Yi Yi also learned of this matter. All of Parkway’s staff knew that she was in a bad mood in 

the past few days, but even if she didn’t forgive people, she even hit the receptionist. 

“What is with this Bai Yi Yi, she’s not a star and she’s acting this arrogantly!” 

“You don’t know this, she broke up with Ye Zuo Chuan! All the top resources of Parkway used to be 

given to her! Now that they’ve broken up, you should understand!” 

“Ze, ze, she was a lowly star and now without Ye Zuo Chuan escorting her, it was no wonder she 

exploded with just a few words.” 

…… 

Ye Zuo Chuan’s office! 

Bai Yi Yi crossed her legs as she sat on the sofa with a cigarette in her mouth while she tried to turn on 

the lighter in her hand. 
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“What is wrong with you, don’t you think there’s been enough negative news lately?” Ye Zuo Chuan 

angrily threw a pile of paper on the table before putting his hands on his hip, “Do you even still want to 

keep acting in “Su Tang”!” 

Ever since he stopped following Bai Yi Yi, Ye Zuo Chuan felt like his life had changed. 

Why was it that he didn’t want the good Luo Qing Chen and went on to like Bai Yi Yi who had such a bad 

character. 

He really had terrible eyes! 

“What are you so fierce for, it’s just a small receptionist. I hate people who talk behind my back, so just 

slapping her today was considered quite courteous! If my fans knew about this, perhaps that 

receptionist would have been chopped up!” Bai Yi Yi spat out some smoke as her eyes filled with 

disdain. 

“You really think you can turn this around?” Ye Zuo Chuan looked at the agent standing beside her and 

said, “Sister Xu, you didn’t tell her the problem with what she’s announcing! It really is pitiful!” 

Sister Xu was a professional agent, she naturally analyzed all the good and bad for Bai Yi Yi, but she 

didn’t listen. As an agent, there wasn’t anything else she could do. 

“Ye Zuo Chuan, you really are too worried!” Bai Yi Yi threw her cigarette on the ground and stepped on 

it with her red heels, “Turning this around, it depends on the time, alright? You just wait for Star Art’s 

director He to clear this up for me personally!” 
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Ye Zuo Chuan naturally thought that Bai Yi Yi’s words were a fantasy, but Bai Yi Yi was clear on this in her 

heart. 

She had a trump card, that trump card was Gu Fei Er! 

“You really don’t know fear until you’re about to die.” Ye Zuo Chuan suddenly gave a shrug as his tone 

became relaxed, “Do what you want. If “Su Tang” wants to cancel your contract because of your 

behaviour, Parkway won’t keep you any longer!” 

Once this thing became big enough, it wasn’t something that Ye Zuo Chuan could decide. Parkway had a 

board of directors. 

Now that Bai Yi Yi’s character was on the edge, it didn’t matter if she could act or not or if she had a 

good face or not. 

If she didn’t have any character, she would be cancerous and there would be no company that would 

want her. 

“What a joke!” Bai Yi Yi gave a cold snort as she said in disdain, “You think that I care about Parkway? 

Such a small company, I, Bai Yi Yi don’t care!” 

As soon as her voice fell, she walked out the door. 
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There was a large group of people outside and Bai Yi Yi completely ignored them, leaving the company 

with her head up high. 

Tonight was the three day appointment with He Chen, she would definitely turn this around! When the 

time comes, those trash won’t dare look down at her! 

– 

The filming of “Ten Year” went very smoothly. Both she and Ji Li Sheng were good at acting, so there 

were very few NG shots. Even the director couldn’t help boasting that they were a match made in 

heaven. 

“If you were to act as a fake couple with me back then, you might even be more popular.” When work 

was over, Ji Li Sheng didn’t forget to tease her while changing, “How about it, have you been subdued by 

big brother’s acting in the past few days!” 

“Puchi.” Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help laughing, “If I could have been a fake couple with someone who 

had a personality like ‘Yan Fan’, then I would be very willing!” 

Without knowing why, she felt that Yan Fan was very familiar to her, a strange feeling of familiarity. 

“Aiya, my heart is filled with pain!” Ji Li Sheng pretended to be hurt before saying with a faint smile, 

“Don’t you know? I heard that Yan Fan was based on great god Zhe Xue himself, this is his story.” 

“He really is my male god!” Luo Qing Chen said, “I feel that the character in his books really feel real. It 

isn’t like the hero saving the damsel in distress, there’s no exaggerated face slaps, there’s no fake 

partings. But it’s this feeling that makes me want to read to the end.” 

Ji Li Sheng gave a thumbs up, “I agree with this! But that’s normal since “Ten Years” surpassed many 

other novels, its sales numbers determined everything.” 

Ji Li Sheng was very happy that he was the male lead of “Ten Years”, of course this was thanks to Luo 

Qing Chen giving him the opportunity. 

So when sister Ai asked him to be in a fake couple, he agreed without any hesitation. 

In his eyes, it was quite good being in a fake couple with this girl! 

But since there was no chance to be a fake couple, it was also good to create an opportunity. 

“That……” Ji Li Sheng saw that Luo Qing Chen had packed up and pretended to be calm as he asked, “Our 

scene ended early today, how about we get some dinner and discuss the kissing scene tomorrow?” 

“Right, right!” Luo Qing Chen seemed to suddenly react. She was nervous at first, but then she became 

incomparably calm, “Isn’t the kissing scene supposed to be a wall press! There’s no need to go deeper!” 
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The most important reason was because she had an appointment tonight! 
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He Chen who had been busy for three days finally had time to invite her to a meal! Moreover, this place 

seemed quite upscale, it was the V Hotel. 

When Luo Qing Chen was in front of the RX-7 with Ji Li Sheng, he suddenly knew why he had been 

rejected. 

She really had a not normal relationship with He Chen…… 

“The busy director He is finally finished!” Luo Qing Chen gave a chuckle before pursing her lips. Her 

mood wasn’t bad. 

He Chen was a bit surprised at this moment. He had completely ignored her for three days, but she 

didn’t seem upset because of it at all. 

Without knowing why, he felt a bit of regret. Even if he had been busy, he shouldn’t have left her alone 

for three days. 

“Un.” He softly replied, “It won’t be like this anymore!” 

“That doesn’t matter!” Luo Qing Chen said with a smile, “Don’t the books say that you are responsible 

for earning money for the family and I’m responsible for looking as pretty as a flower!” 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 70%.] 

?! 

What had she said? It actually triggered the long lost system notification! This was a bit off! 

But she didn’t know that there was only one feeling in He Chen’s heart. 

That was warmth. 

A long time ago, he dreamed about life with her after getting married. She would be waiting for him to 

come back and he would make dinner for her. 

A simple western meal with a bottle of good red wine. 

On weekends, he could drive her to the nearby beach and they could walk on the beach barefooted. 

If she didn’t want to say goodbye to him, he could not go to his company! Anyway, he was rich and 

willful! 

This was all what he imagined. 

When she appeared at Star Art, she leaked Star Art’s information to Ye Zuo Chuan again and again. 

He knew that his dream would never be realized. 

It wasn’t that he couldn’t wait, rather because he knew that she wouldn’t turn back. 

But now…… 

“In short, it won’t happen again!” He Chen raised his right hand to pat her head, “We’re here.” 



Luo Qing Chen looked up and saw many people from the circle gathered at the door. He Chen took her 

hand and walked forward. 

She was surprised and said with a bit of fear, “Isn’t this bad for Star Art!” 

“No.” He Chen said with a soft laugh, “It’s normal for the bosses in the circle to help famous actresses 

celebrate their birthdays.” 

He Chen gave an elegant smile to the camera. Luo Qing Chen quickly pulled away from his hot palm and 

took his arm. 

Because holding arms was something that every female partner could do, but if it was holding hands…… 

They had to be couples! 

The people on the internet had sharp eyes. She was the female lead of “Ten Years” that got in through 

the back door and adding in the fact that she was a hot search topic, she had to be cautious of her 

actions in front of the camera. 

She didn’t care, but she couldn’t influence He Chen because of this. 

But wait—— 

“What did you just say?” Luo Qing Chen took two steps before reacting, turning to look at him, 

“Birthday? You said it’s my birthday?” 

“Un humph?” He Chen gave a soft laugh, “Otherwise?” 

“How do you know my birthday!” Luo Qing Chen looked at He Chen in surprise! 

“Why can’t I know!” He Chen laughed as his eyes filled with a deep glow. 

Without knowing why, he suddenly liked this feeling very, very much. 

“Because.” Luo Qing Chen’s eyes trembled, “Because the date of birth on my ID is fake!” 
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No one other than her family should know about her birthday. That was because when she was enrolled 

in kindergarten, her parents had changed the date of birth on her registration. 

But no one should have known about this matter! 

“I know.” He Chen said with a slight nod, “Don’t ask now, you’ll understand later.” 

In the luxurious banquet hall of the V Hotel, there were easels on the left and right. Each easel was 

covered with a red cloth, so one couldn’t tell what was painted on them. 

Five on both sides for a total of ten easels! 

There were no reporters present, they were all friends from within the circle. But this luxurious banquet 

in the V Hotel naturally attracted plenty of attention from the outside world. 
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After all, two hours ago, Bai Yi Yi had posted on her Weibo. 

[The people who only judge based on the surface, I will let you all know tonight what is a human face 

and beast heart!] 

There were many comments on Weibo against her since her last ‘crisis’, her personality had already 

collapsed. 

Of course there were still a few people who supported her, a few people who had hope! 

When Luo Qing Chen walked into the banquet holding He Chen’s hand, Bai Yi Yi and Gu Fei Er were 

already there. 

They were sitting in a corner, being pointed at by everyone. 

Luo Qing Chen knit her brows. She couldn’t understand the thoughts of the intelligent director He. 

But she knew that this banquet wasn’t for a simple birthday. 

The surrounding whispers became louder when He Chen and Luo Qing Chen appeared, almost all being 

aimed at Bai Yi Yi! 

Actually, it sounded quite soothing! 

“What is with this Bai Yi Yi, was she invited?” 

“Who knows, she was a part of the group without acting skills. Now that something like this has 

happened, her entire character collapsed.” 

“That’s right! What is she doing here today? To clean everything up?” 

“This matter is obvious. Unless director He or great god Zhe Xue is on her side, she can’t overturn this 

matter. Otherwise, the video is still there, so what can she do?” 

…… 

Bai Yi Yi knit her brows as she felt a little unhappy. 

She thought that this was a private party, she never thought that there would be this many people here! 

What did He Chen want to do? Looking at Luo Qing Chen holding him, Bai Yi Yi’s heart couldn’t help 

filling with rage! 

This kind of good man, he was actually mesmerized by a girl that Ye Zuo Chuan didn’t want. Thinking of 

the past, she was still begging for Ye Zuo Chuan to be a bit nicer to her. 

But now it was like she had completely changed. 

No……She couldn’t think this. She still had a trump card, she had Gu Fei Er. 

Since He Chen invited the two of them to today’s banquet, he must have something to say to Gu Fei Er. 

Perhaps he wanted to tell everyone Gu Fei Er’s identity. This must be a beginning, nothing had been 

decided. 



“Sister Yi Yi, why do I feel so worried?” Gu Fei Er clenched her fists, “How about we go back!” 

She was not a lady that came back from abroad, she was just the child of a normal family. Her mother 

was a nurse at the Ren Xin Hospital and her father was a driver for the Bai Family. 

Bai Yi Yi would from time to time hear how excellent Gu Fei Er’s male god was from her, so she followed 

this vine and learned that the person she was talking about was He Chen. 

Since then, she remembered what He Chen had mentioned before in an interview. 

Everything seemed to fit perfectly, Gu Fei Er was the best replacement for Luo Qing Chen! 
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Ten years had already passed, the girl who gave He Chen fifty thousand back then could be Luo Qing 

Chen, but it could also be Gu Fei Er. 

They were both there when it happened and the only difference was that Gu Fei Er remembered it, 

while Luo Qing Chen didn’t! 

No one was certain who it was, as long as she gave Gu Fei Er a fake identity, everything would be 

perfect. 

“What are you worried about? Isn’t He Chen your male god? Didn’t you tell me that as long as you could 

approach him, you would do anything! Haven’t I done this for you?” Bai Yi Yi violently grabbed her hand 

and said through gritted teeth, “You can’t break down at me at this critical moment!” 

“But……” Gu Fei Er pursed her lips and said, “The person standing by him is the one from ten years 

ago……” 

She didn’t remember the appearance of the girl, but she remembered the clear eyes. 

“But what!” Bai Yi Yi angrily roared, “You are the girl with the black card, you are the one who saved He 

Chen’s mother’s life. I spent such a large amount to create an identity for you, it’s impossible for even 

He Chen to investigate this identity!” 

Why did she find someone who was so afraid like Gu Fei Er. This was such a good chance to replace Luo 

Qing Chen who didn’t know anything, how perfect this was! 

He Chen looked at Bai Yi Yi on the side before walking to the stage in the banquet hall. 

He let go of Luo Qing Chen’s hand at the front most table and said in a gentle voice, “You eat first, there 

will be a surprise later.” 

“Surprise!” Luo Qing Chen was stunned. There was a faint sparkle in her eyes, He Chen’s surprise must 

be very different from her surprises! 

He gave a slight nod. He stood on the stage and took the microphone, becoming the center of attention. 

Linda standing beside her crossed her arms with a teasing smile in her eyes. 
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The reason why Linda was confused when she received the information was because Gu Fei Er clearly 

described the story from back then, making her doubt if He Chen made a mistake! 

But she soon knew that He Chen was more terrifying than she imagined. 

“Hello everyone, I am Star Art’s president, He Chen.” A simple introduction drew applause from the 

crowd. 

“Thank you everyone for coming to this birthday party.” He paused to look at Bai Yi Yi before continuing, 

“My wife’s birthday party.” 

“Si.” Everyone took a cold breath at that moment. 

That included Luo Qing Chen! 

She never would have thought that the thing she feared exposing would be said by He Chen like this. 

At that moment, she didn’t see any hesitation on his face. 

“What is this situation, director He is married?” 

“I heard some gossip that director He got married and then got divorced……” 

“You can only call that gossip, this isn’t reliable at all!” 

“It really does seem unreliable now! I heard that director He got married again…..” 

“Come on, wake up! How trash is the one who told you this! Nonsense really can’t be relied on!” 

…… 

At the same time, the faces of Bai Yi Yi and Gu Fei Er were completely filled with shock. 

Today was November 3rd……It wasn’t December 8th…… 

Wasn’t Luo Qing Chen’s birthday December 8th? 
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“Ke, ke.” He Chen ignored the whispers as he continued, “I’ve known my wife for ten years, but…..she 

doesn’t really know that.” 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes and fragments appeared in them. 

The sun from the window, the neat looking boy, those helpless eyes. 

At that moment, she finally knew why He Chen cared so much about the previous host. 

So everything had been determined a long time ago. 

The red cloth on the easels on both sides were pulled off by the waitresses. 

All the paintings were revealed and each painting was of the same girl. 
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Although it was more of a comic style of drawing, she could easily recognize the person in the drawings. 

From a cute girl with twin ponytails to a beautiful girl with slightly curled hair. 

Every painting was dated for November, perhaps it might be early or late, but it never passed 

November. 

“Every year, on the month of her birthday, I would wait by her home to draw her appearance. Actually I 

wanted to draw her every year on her birthday, but I found that sometimes I wouldn’t be able to see her 

for several days.” 

Luo Qing Chen’s eyes opened wide and her right hand couldn’t help covering her mouth. She had a few 

tears in her eyes as she looked over the drawings. 

From in the country to abroad, He Chen had never stopped. 

“Actually the hardest thing was that when she was sixteen, she went to America.” He Chen paused 

before saying, “It was a good thing that I had a few accomplishments and I learned which school she was 

attending because of my personal connections, otherwise I would have missed that year.” 

Luo Qing Chen looked at the year when she first went to America. She was wearing a British uniform, 

standing on the school path covered in red maple leaves. She had a coffee brown bag on her back and 

there were a few textbooks in her hand. 

Her mind went back to the year when she was sixteen, that was her favourite bag. 

The first day she went to America, she had been wearing it. Although that bag was no longer here, she 

could still clearly remember it from the portrait. 

So as long as she turned around then, she could have seen the most important person in her life. 

But this was also good, she missed it for an even better encounter! 

He Chen had many different things to say and Luo Qing Chen just looked at him in a daze. 

There were many people sitting there who had red eyes. He Chen spent ten years repaying this 

kindness, watching her from afar. 

“I want to tell everyone here that I didn’t find her with a birthday, it wasn’t with a kind of feeling…..” He 

gave a cold snort and those gentle eyes turned cold, as they fell right onto Bai Yi Yi, “Rather in these ten 

years, I had always been by her side. No matter how difficult it was in the early stages of my business, 

how many temptations there were in the middle stages, or how many people at the later stages, I have 

never missed a single November for her!” 

“Pa, pa, pa, pa, pa, pa!” Waves after waves of applause came, it was like everyone was using all they 

could to applaud. 

In their eyes, He Chen was a very calm person, but his words today were more than he had said in an 

entire month. 

The one who could make him say this much was probably only the wife he spoke of. 



At this moment, Bai Yi Yi’s face was incomparably white and Gu Fei Er’s lips were trembling in fear. 

Even they felt that they had been fiercely slapped by He Chen without a trace of mercy. 

At that moment, she felt that she was very laughable. She didn’t lose to Luo Qing Chen, she lost to He 

Chen…… 
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There was no sleep that night and it took a long time before her emotions calmed down. 

She remembered the appearance of Bai Yi Yi running out of the banquet hall looking distressed and He 

Chen with clear as water eyes on the stage. 

So the one who had forgotten their first memory was her. 

It turned out that He Chen never missed her life. 

At 3:40 in the morning, she searched her personal possessions for an hour before knocking on He Chen’s 

door. 

He wasn’t asleep yet, he was sitting in front of the computer and he seemed to be typing something, as 

his fingers quickly flew across the keyboard. 

“You’re not sleeping yet?” Seeing her come in with pyjamas, He Chen stopped his hands and he looked 

up slightly. 

Luo Qing Chen was holding a large teddy bear and sat down on the sofa in front of He Chen. She looked 

at him and asked, “Why aren’t you asleep either!” 

“I’m taking care of a few documents.” He closed the laptop in his hands and raised the temperature of 

the heating for her, “What are you still feeling hesitant over?” 

On the way back, she would ask questions from one moment and then be silent the next. 

This announcement had been a very big emotional turn for her, but he wanted to remove all the 

stumbling blocks in her way. 

Bai Yi Yi was indeed the biggest one. 

A girl who found Gu Fei Er who knew the story back then, she really was too dangerous. 

Although Luo Qing Chen was already very smart in his eyes, he wasn’t willing to let someone hurt her 

when she was entering the complicated entertainment world. 

It could be considered protection, it can also be considered prevention. 

“That’s not it!” She pursed her lips into a smile and said, “I…..Money’s been a bit tight for me recently, 

when can you return the hundred thousand to me!” 

He was surprised before a faint sparkle appeared in his eyes. After looking at her for ten seconds, he 

said, “I can, but you have to bring out the attached items.” 
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“Ah? You also have attached items, I do too!” Luo Qing Chen said with a faint smile, “You first, you first.” 

He Chen opened a drawer on the right and took out a delicate box and an unopened envelope. He had a 

gentle gaze as he got up and walked towards Luo Qing Chen on the sofa. 

When she saw the box, her heart skipped a beat. 

Such an exquisite square box, the thing inside was most likely a……ring! 

“I……I want to see the envelope first.” Her face was a bit red. She held the bear with one hand while 

taking the folder from him with the other. 

When she opened it, she found that it was a brand new card. 

“My first card was a black card with you.” He gently patted her head, “When they asked me if I wanted a 

second card, I agreed without even thinking about it.” 

He Chen was very clear that this card might never find its owner in life. 

But he always had a bit of hope, putting it in the depths of his heart. He never thought that the Luo 

Family would meet financial troubles later that allowed him to help them. 

“Alright!” Luo Qing Chen put the card in her pocket and took out a small bag. She looked at He Chen and 

said, “Gifts need to be exchanged, this is for you!” 

He Chen was surprised as he slowly took the small bag. 

When he opened the bag, his body trembled. Inside the bag was a button, the one that she had asked 

for back then. 

“Actually, I should say I’m sorry……” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and leaned back on the sofa. She 

used the little bear to block her eyes as she said, “Because this became your obsession and I didn’t 

immediately remember it.” 
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His hot hands tightly grabbed her hands and suddenly pulled her in his direction. 

The little bear and her fell into He Chen’s embrace at the same time, being firmly held by him. 

“The last thing I need in this life is for you to say sorry…..” His hands slowly used more strength and he 

didn’t forget to pat her head, “In my eyes, Luo Qing Chen will always be the best girl in the world!” 

His voice softly fell onto her ears and melted her heart. 

After a while, he softly let her go. He opened the box and slowly put it on her ring finger, “I should be 

the one to propose. When the filming of “Ten Years” is over, let’s hold a wedding!” 

She had red eyes as she pursed her lips into a faint smile, “Alright, I’ll listen to you!” 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 80%.] 

That night, she was in his guest room and he could only sleep on the sofa., 
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But in He Chen’s world, that night was the warmest night of his life. 

– 

The filming of “Ten Years” went very smooth. The rumours of Luo Qing Chen being He Chen’s wife had 

already been on the hot search list for a week now and the attention “Ten Years” kept increasing, 

completely suppressing “Su Tang”. 

Although Luo Qing Chen disdained this kind of method of raising popularity, she didn’t reject it. 

Because she wanted He Chen to know that she was willing to tell the world that he was his wife, not 

hiding it for Ye Zuo Chuan. 

She wanted him to feel assured, completely assured! This was because the previous He Chen was too 

insecure. 

Ji Li Sheng used this matter to tease her after learning about it, but he no longer looked at her the same. 

There was less exploring the unknown and more of a friendly look. 

Ji Li Sheng was a very smart person, he knew that he had met a special person, but he also knew that it 

was impossible to be more than friends with her. Sooner or later he would have to give up. 

Then he might as well give up now. 

Friends might sound funny, but it was the best excuse to fulfill his vanity. 

“Do you know? That Bai Yi Yi was kicked out of “Su Tang”.” Ji Li Sheng narrowed his eyes and said, “It’s 

said that it was captured on Weibo and the entirety of Parkway was affected.” 

“Too bad for a good piece of work.” Luo Qing Chen asked with a shrug, “Isn’t there a Bei Chun Ni?” 

“I heard that she was caught drinking at the club last night.” There was a faint sparkle in Ji Li Sheng’s 

eyes as he said, “Actually this kind of thing is very common in the industry, but being caught on camera 

meant that she offended someone she shouldn’t offend.” 

She naturally understood the meaning in Ji Li Sheng’s words. 

“For someone with her personality, she should have offended plenty of people!” Luo Qing Chen gave a 

yawn and changed the topic, “The kissing scene was delayed last time because of the venue, did it get 

changed to this afternoon?” 

“Un!” Ji Li Sheng gave a soft reply before saying with slightly curled lips, “Didn’t you say that this kissing 

scene is just a wall press? What, why are you suddenly nervous?” 

“Nervous your head…..” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and said, “I’m not having lunch with you, I’m 

going out!” 

As her voice fell, she put away her stuff and rushed in the direction of Star Art! 

She had to kiss He Chen first because that was her first kiss….. 
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The set wasn’t far from Star Art, but He Chen never answered her call. 

Linda told her that He Chen was hosting an important guest at the Serang Restaurant, mister Smith and 

his daughter. 

“Got it!” Luo Qing Chen said with a nod, “Then I’ll wait for him here!” 

Linda gave a chuckle and handed her the information on mister Smith, “Miss Luo can read this person’s 

information before deciding whether to look for director He or not.” 

Luo Qing Chen knit her brows. Based on Linda’s expression, she felt that there was a bit of a problem! 

After she finished reading, she thought that Linda really was an assistant that knew He Chen well. 

With an assistant who understands her boss this well, it was no wonder she was able to do everything 

perfectly by He Chen’s side for so long. 

According to the information, mister Smith was an overseas Chinese man and his daughter was only 

eighteen this year. 

When he came back to China, he wanted to cooperate with a large film company while also letting his 

daughter officially debut in the country. 

Of course, his daughter had seen He Chen in a magazine abroad and always wanted to see him. 

Mister Smith pampered his daughter very much, so naturally he wouldn’t reject such a ‘reasonable’ 

request! 

The Serang Restaurant was just downstairs, it was a very distinct and elegant restaurant. The Luo 

Group’s businesses were able to avoid their financial crisis thanks to He Chen and continued to operate. 

Luo Qing Chen wore large sunglasses and had no makeup on. The Noice brand star coat was replaced 

with a casual beige sweater and a coffee brown pleated skirt. 

When she came in, she was stopped by the waiter, “Miss, do you have a reservation?” 

His tone was very friendly, but his eyes were filled with disdain. 

Whether it was eating here or working here, there were signs of the rich and this person looked to be 

around seventeen or eighteen. 

He naturally thought that she wouldn’t have the ability to pay for this. 

“Un.” Luo Qing Chen said with a nod, “Mister He Chen’s table.” 

She didn’t bother talking to him, she just took out the card He Chen gave her, “Just help me settle the 

bill.” 

The waiter was stunned and his expression immediately changed. He quickly gave a bow and said, 

“Alright, miss, please wait a minute.” 
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Ten seconds later, the waiter ran over with a receipt and said, “A total of 12590 yuan.” 

“Un.” She looked at the information on the receipt, VIP room 3. 

“Miss, please come this way, I’ll take you there.” The waiter began treating her well, afraid that she 

would complain about his attitude in the beginning. 

“No need.” Luo Qing Chen waved her hand and said, “But I have to warn you, you can’t judge people by 

their appearances, you also have to observe their words and actions.” 

The waiter seemed to only understand the first half of her words, but he couldn’t understand the later 

half as he looked at her in a daze. 

Luo Qing Chen gave a shrug and pointed at the person outside the door taking pictures. 

After all, “Ten Years” had become famous before it was broadcast and even if she dressed low key, there 

would be people who would recognize her. 

As her voice fell, she gave a shrug and ignored the stunned waiter, heading to the VIP rooms on the 

second floor. 

The whispers behind her made her lips curl slightly. 

“Do you not know who she is?” 

“I…..I’m a man who doesn’t pay attention to gossip!” 

“Director He’s rumoured new wife. The Serang Restaurant is a business under the Luo Group and 

you…..you even took her money!” 

“……” 

Quick Transmigration Female Lead: Male God, Never Stopping 

Chapter 850: Golden boss: The film empress ex-wife’s cuteness (Part 51) 

In the VIP room, Michelle had a brand name coat and five carat diamond earrings. 

She had heavy makeup and pungent perfume. 

“Director He, my daughter is normally quite proud with eyes on top of her head. When she said that she 

admired someone, it was my first time hearing it!” Mister Smith praised his daughter while carefully 

observing He Chen. 

But He Chen who was always calm and steady didn’t show a single ripple, so there was no way to tell 

what he was thinking. 

The waitress had just opened the door with a bowl of hot soup, but she never thought that she would 

bump into Michelle who had gotten up to pour wine for He Chen. 

The waitress quickly moved the soup towards herself, but she couldn’t stop the red wine from falling 

onto Michelle. 
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“What is wrong with you, do you not look where you are going!” Michelle was very angry. She was 

wearing a custom made dress from Milan Fashion Week, there was only one in this world and it was 

worth over a million dollars! 

“So…..Sorry……” The waitress’ face was red from being burned by the soup and it dripped off forehead, 

as her hands kept trembling. 

“Is there a use for apologies? Call your manager here now!” Michelle looked at this burnt waitress with a 

proud look, not planning on calming down at all. 

She heard that He Chen liked this kind of girl and it just so happened that she was this kind of girl. 

Weren’t they a match made in heaven? 

If He Chen wasn’t satisfied with her behaviour, he would have already stopped her. But he didn’t, he just 

took a sip of his wine as he looked at the door. 

That was because fifteen minutes ago, Linda had sent him a text. 

[Director He, miss Luo is on her way, please be careful.] 

“Alright, alright, what are you doing!” Mister Smith’s expression wasn’t good, but he mediated, “Just 

forget about it, it was just a mistake.” 

It was a pity that his ‘precious daughter’ didn’t accept this. 

“Dad, how can we forget it! This restaurant has to take responsibility, this is my favourite dress!” 

Michelle shook mister Smith’s hand as she pouted her lips, looking aggrieved. 

The waitress’ face became more and more pale and she began sweating even more. She was still holding 

the hot soup, afraid that she would splash anyone else. 

“Really…..I’m really sorry.” 

“Can you shut up! Did I let you talk?” Michelle yelled irrationally, “Someone as clumsy as you showed up 

here, aren’t you afraid of destroying your restaurant’s fame? We are important guests here today, you 

think that we’re small peons like you?” 

“This miss, when Xiao Fan brought the soup over, she didn’t forget to remind you. You’re the one who 

clearly stood up to bump into her, how can you twist facts like this?” The waitress standing by Xiao Fan 

couldn’t take it anymore. 

She had a bit of attitude in her voice when she spoke. She looked very nervous, but she wasn’t afraid. 

“He, he, I think you also want a letter from my lawyer!” Michelle gave a cold laugh before angrily 

throwing her coat soaked with red wine onto the chair, “Director He is a very noble guest! You have 

disrupted my guest today, I will definitely ruin you!” 

One and half million was not a small figure. When Michelle said this, that waitress shut her mouth. 

At this time, the door to the VIP room was suddenly slammed open. 


